EPSP synthase flexibility is determinant to its function: computational molecular dynamics and metadynamics studies.
Flexibility is involved in a wide range of biological processes, such as protein assembly and binding recognition. EPSP synthase is an enzyme that must undergo a large conformational change to accommodate its ligands into its binding cavity. However, although the structure of EPSP synthase has been determined, its plasticity has not been explored in depth. Therefore, in this work, we extensively examined the influence of the flexibility of Mycobacterium tuberculosis EPSP (MtEPSP) synthase on the function of this protein using classical and replica-exchange metadynamics simulations. We were able to identify five well-populated conformational clusters for MtEPSP synthase: two corresponding to open, one to ajar, and two to closed conformations. We also pinpointed three hydrophobic regions that are responsible for guiding transitions among these states. Taken together, the new findings presented here indicate how the hydrophobic regions modulate the flexibility of MtEPSP synthase, and they highlight the importance of considering these dynamic features in drug design projects employing this enzyme as a target. Graphical abstract The flexibility of EPSP synthase as a function of the pincer angles.